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BLACK
FACTS

Africans that helped them and then
the Arabs sold them into slavery.

Islam cannot or will not stand up

Madison Washington and David
Ruggles are Africans who
violently, without whites directing
them, actually freed entire
loads of “cargo” (captives) from
Slave Ships.

Blacks were not kidnapped and
transported to the Americas to be
equal.

God knew what he was doing,

All knowledge is rooted in
reality
The ancient Africans used
everything in their environment.

80 to 90% of African men
enslaved by Arabs were castrated
to become eunuchs.

Pan-Africanism was brought into
being in its organized form, by the
Africans outside of Africa,
Africans on the continent were
under colonial oppression.

Medu Netcher (hieroglyphics) is
the most documented language in
human history. African people
wrote more than any other people
in the world and they wrote
everywhere.

The moon around the Earth is
inorganic. It is 2.7 million years
older than the Earth. We should
know, we put it there.

BE CAREFUL
WHAT YOU
SMOKE YO!
You've Been
WARNED!
against White supremacy.

There is still a force moving
African people, that no force can
stop.

In Afrikan culture, the ability to
stay with your children is the best
definition of manhood.

Africans and Chinese are the only
people that can count a billion
people in their group. There are just
too many brown racist in India.

One ancient tradition of Black

placing Black people in Afrika with
the plants and fruits to maintain an
excellent level of life.

There was at least 150 million nonwhite people living in the Americas
before slavery.
Europeans will fight wars against
each other, to see who will control
and dominates Black people.

A Race man or a Race woman is a
Black person that is committed to
the development of Black people.

There is little use for manual labor
to exploit the raw materials that are
in Africa.

Africans believe that the creating
forces created things. He placed
them in a particular geography,
with a particular temperature,
consistent with that cell group.

African-Americans have the
highest rates of Chlamydia,
gonorrhea, and syphilis of all racial
or ethnic groups.

The 1st Africans to be sent to the

people was dependability.

As long as Afrikans (Blacks) are

New World were not from Africa,
they were from the Mediterranean.
The Arabs had turned on the

Black people must have total

living on this Earth with European
(Whites) folks, there will always be
war and dissension. You may as

ownership of everything in Africa
with no compromise.
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well stay ready for it. Do not turn
your back on what is real.

European immigrants until after the
US Civil War.

Europeans feel that no other group

Japan does not see African people

Charles Sims was the founder of

as a producing sector, but as a
consuming sector. They see a value
for Black people, but not as
owners, not as producers, but as
consumers.

the Deacons for Defense and
Justice in Louisiana in late 1964. In
1965 the FBI began investigating
the Deacons for Defense and
Justice until early 1972 when the
organization became inactive. The
FBI characterized the organization
as a black militant vigilante group,
formed for purposes of retaliation
for Ku Klux Klan activities. The
DDJ expanded to 62 chapters
throughout the South with a chapter
in Chicago. Black people
characterized the organization as
self-defense.

Baby Boomers, in lands controlled
by Europeans, are increasingly

Africans have become comfortable
allowing Europeans to move them
around the planet.

In 1869, the last Tasmanian died.
Divine Law has nothing to do with
religion.

We don't breathe oxygen, we
breathe air. Air has nitrogen,
carbon and oxygen, amongst other
things.

Black people are the only people in
the world that need books with
references to tell them who their
enemies are, but most of them still
won’t believe what they read.

Twice Europeans burned down the

Before reaching America, Black
people worldwide had very little, if
any participation in homosexuality,
lesbianism, dykism or pedophilia.

EUROPEAN
FACTS

Black libraries in Alexandria, a
remnant of ancient Egypt.
most of the placentas and fetuses
used by the cosmetic industry for
make-up.

The so-called "low castes" or
indigenous, black population of
India have converted to other
religions to escape the most
barbaric, inhumane system of
racist oppression in the world,
Aryanism/Hinduism.

More Africans were imported to
the Western Hemisphere than

Voting rights come out of the barrel
of a gun.

China and Taiwan have over 3.800
long-distance fishing boats, the
largest such fleet in the world.
That's more than 15 times what the
U.S has., making the U.S.
dependent on their fishing
production.

In the U.S., heroin is so cheap you
don't hear about addicts breaking
into homes for a fix.

Ethnic cleansing equates to white
on white violence.

Originally Columbus had thought
that he never left Africa, because
everywhere he went he saw Black
people.

MAMBA or Black Mamba is one
of the more powerful drugs, other
than heroin, that is affecting the
U.K.

All 54 countries of the African

Africans have to face the fact that
many Arabs are still slave traders in
the name of religion.

concerned about their identities
being stolen. They fear not being
able to pay their bills or somebody
creating bills in their name.

Europeans are the only people
anybody knows that can get lost
and call themselves discovers.

Black women in America supply

continent are now hooked up to the
Internet. There are an estimated
fourteen million subscribers across
the continent.

of people can tell their own history.

(SUBURBAN MYTHS?)
Believe it or not!

The U.S. is a dying world power,
that has military might.

Europeans have the nasty habit of

There is no doubt that the White

bumping people off of their land.

man is the backbone of the White
community and the White nation.

International banker have no

There is no evidence to support
that the United States is the greatest
country in the world.

Hitler weakened European
Imperialism. He weakened the
British, the French, the Portuguese,
and the Belgians. That's how many
Africans gained their
independence.

country of allegiance.

AMAZING GRACE
John Newton

Amazing grace how sweet the
sound
That saved a wretch like me.
I once was lost but now I'm found.
Was blind but now I see.
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VIVA LA VIDA
Coldplay

I used to rule the world

Europeans now feel they are the
policemen of the world, never
repatriating the victims of their
crimes.

Seas would rise when I gave the
word
Now in the morning I sleep alone
Sweep the streets I used to own

Ever since Face Book Live
debuted, there has been about 106
murders, 22 suicides and 48 rapes
recorded live.

Black GrapeVine news- You say
you are part of the HUMAN
family..right? Well, who is it that
treats you like you are anything
else? 98% of the people
participating in modern day slavery
are Europeans and pale Arabs.

THRIFT SHOP
Macklemore

I'm gonna pop some tags

Immaculate Conception is when a

Only got twenty dollars in my
pocket

woman is only having sex and birth
by one man. It has nothing to do
with a woman being a virgin.

I'm hunting, looking for a come up'

Black people need to start paying

This is fucking awesome

Much of the wealth from old
families in the U.S., came from
drug and slave trade.

In the United States, one in 25
hospital patients are estimated to
have at least one hospital-acquired
infection, according to the US
Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention.

Something must die for Europeans

CRACK HEAD
NEWS
RATIONALIZED
INSANITY- II
Taking
RESPONSIBILITY
Edition

to live. They live on the blood of
dead animals. It is the blood that
has them hooked. The blood is
additive and exhilarating. That is
what an animal wants first and
foremost. The blood.

May contain Explicit Content not
meant for Negro Kids or weakass Adults!

Europeans cut, slash and burn

Black people believe and believe in

technique of medicine, leads to a
slow death and a long period of
torture until you succumb.

The AK-47 is the world's most
common assault rifle, with an
estimated 75 million in the world.

The territorial waters of any
country stretches 12 nautical miles
from its shoreline. Beyond that,
you are in the HIGH-SEAS.

For about 400 years, the Europeans
in the Americas butchered, maimed
and killed, while enforcing slavery
(free labor), to become the global
empire they are today. These same

Parental Advisory

some dumb-ass shyt, without
questioning it. They want you to
believe the same dumb-ass shyt.
Want to make their dumb-ass
beliefs a tradition. If you don't
believe it, they tell everybody else
who believes in the same dumb ass
shyt, something is wrong with you.

Those who can't go beyond
religion or nationality...have a
FEAR OF A BLACK PLANET. It
don't take long to realize that they
hate you, if you don't get with their
form of integration and
assimilation.

any righteous Black people that can
put together Rites of Passage
programs in their communities.

Oh, so you worship the King of
Kings, the Lord of Lords, the Big
Shot among men? So what does
that make you? A wretch, a scrub
or a piece of toe cheese? The
problem is...this wretch, this scrub
or this piece of toe cheese thinks
that they are superior to anybody
that dares to get near them, listen to
them or even looks their way. .

Donald Trump is everybody's
President, whether they like it or
not, we all are Trump tight and as
Jokers, we all will suffer and have
to pay consequences for his bidding
and actions. .

Now days you don't hear many
people say, "Put your money in the
bank and live off the interest".

California has at least 800
marijuana dispensaries and
countless other marijuana related
businesses like growers and
distributors.

Why is it that Black people won't
forgive rapists and molesters, but
forgive and join every religion that
raped and oppressed their
ancestors? Who is taking
responsibility for this??
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Thinking entertainers and athletes
are going to save you is kind of off
balance. They are influencers, not
saviors. Most are as dumb as a
rock.

Retailers are filing for bankruptcy
at an alarming rate that's quickly
approaching recessionary levels.
And Trump's only been in office a
little over 100 days. What's S'up?

Women come together and make
villages. Men come together to
protect and supply for villages. Old
school. We have no villages.

Someday soon, our children will
realize, that their parents or single
parent, have been watching more
adult cartoons that they have been
watching children's cartoon. It's
called a negative meeting of the
minds, where nobody really
becomes an adult.

Nobody wants to admit they act
like a chicken running around with
its head cut off. Its far easier to
pretend you are a player, diva or a
gangster, than taking responsibility
for being a dam fool. .

About 75% of the Black women
incarcerated are mothers and have
minor children.

Hurricanes are the wrath of the
Black women ancestors.

In the 90's, Black people witnessed
the removal of revolutionary
faculty from HBCU;s.

Some Black scholars believe that
the next group of White folks to
rule us, will be the Japanese.

God didn't make everything.
Mankind and demons have
interfered with her works for the
past 10,000 years

Don't wanna file your taxes? Watch
out! A hacker might file for you
and try to steal themselves a
refund.

Now, every dam time you turn on
the Television, you can see a Black
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dude and a White Dude, that are
best friends from cradle to grave.
You can see a Black woman and a
White woman that have been best
of friends since their inception. TV
is moving faster at creating an
artificial world for you to live in.

gotten to George Zimmerman,
Darren Wilson or Dylan Roof.

The most vicious racist are great
deceivers.

In the U.S., there were about 30
billion unsolicited calls, with all
kinds of scams, frauds and capers
to the general public in 2016..

Serial killers and spree killers don't
look like everybody else. They look
like White men with very few
exceptions.

Industrial pollution causes
homicides.

In the 80's & 90's, white feminist
made their push to capture and
establish themselves in as many
colleges and universities as they
could in the Americas.

Don't be in denial about animal and
pet allergies. Some people may be
allergic to cats, dogs, rats, mice and
roaches..

Black women now have all kinds
of doubts that their sons are the
backbone of their communities and
their nation. Black women are the
primary teachers of their children.
Who takes responsibility for this??
Wigga GrapeVine- Without guns,
White people have a whole lot of
reasons to be afraid.
Retarded Negroes have been
convinced that they are abnormal
and ugly, while being taught that
mutant albinos are normal and cute.
You are in the Belly of the Beast
and you think you are in paradise.
Should we have used mentally
challenged instead of retarded?

Rape has always been used as a
war tactic. In war mongering
societies. rape is a weapon of
power and destruction.

Negroes still harming, hating and
killing each other, but nobody has

Marijuana is definitely a cash only
business. It's not federally legal.
Some banks don't want to touch
anything "illegal". People, groups
or companies that sell marijuana
related products for the most part
remain "un-banked".

Bill Cosby never understood white
supremacy.

Many Jamaicans still believe that
they are a part of the British
Empire, with the illusion that they
are a State. Nobody has a clue who
or what the Dominican Republic
thinks they are, but nobody thinks
that they are a sovereign nation..

MUCUS news- One pound over
weight is one pound over waste.
The CIA is the biggest publisher in
the United States.

The American Dream came about
before Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.,
but it surely wasn't about Black
people having a State or even
having families. Having a family is
revolutionary.

Japan and China both want their
fair share of Black consumer
dollars. Oh. don't let us forget the
Koreans too. They are working
closely in the hood', to make sure
we get what we think we want.

Black GrapeVine news- The here
and now- You are penniless, except
for you designer shoes. You live in
an urban ghetto, a country ghetto or
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a trailer park. Then one day you tell
somebody...that you want to fight
for your country! Like Whoooooa!

Once Black politicians are bought
and paid for, they stay brought and
paid for. If they get out of line, they
are then prosecuted to the full
extent of White people's laws. .

With oppression, the types of
crimes that a person engages in can
be controlled.
A Negro or Negress will make
every excuse in the world, not to
support a Black business. That's
why they are called Negroes.

Congress and President Trump just
approved a bill lifting restrictions
imposed on Internet Service
Providers (ISPs) concerning what
they could do with information
such as your browsing habits,
location data, and Social Security
number. The government all up in
your business Yo!
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JUSTICE SHEILA
ABDUL-SALAAM LIVES,
HENRIETTA LACKS
LIVES, LOIS E. HOLT
LIVES, CHUCK DAVIS
LIVES, JACQUELINE
DICKS LIVES, ROBERT
GODWIN SR. LIVES,
CHARLIE MURPHY
LIVES. DARCUS HOWE
LIVES, JUDGE RAYMON
MILES LIVES, GEORGIA
GILMORE LIVES,
WILLIAM SIMS LIVES,
JORDAN EDWARDS
LIVES, ADOLF DULAN
LIVES and EDDIE N.
WILLIAMS LIVES!
In the U.S., over 19.5 million men

Journalists, and at her last count
there are over 3,000 members, yet
we are told again and again by
Caucasians that they cannot find a
qualified Black person to speak on
issues.

DON"T COMPETE WITH
ME, INTEGRATE WITH
ME!
White is not a color, it's an attitude.

Donald Trump thinks he is

are the victims of contact sexual
violence, including rape, over the
course of their lives, according to
new data released from the CDC
(Center for Disease Control).

President of the whole planet and is
setting out to prove it.

Stay on guard in hotel and airports.

White dude, ain't no heritage. It's a
curse!

For History Buffs- What were the
Moors doing while the Arabs were
enslaving Afrikans?
1) playing chess
2) signing treaties
3) creating schools in Europe
4) hiding the culture
5) enslaving White women
6) nothing

Once Negroes in America were
eating table scraps. Now they are
eating a steady dose of shyt
produced in a laboratory. It's got so
much acid in it, you either want to
trip, sleep or take some chemicals
for relief. Try to eat healthy
partner.

You could be on criminal's turf.
They have all kinds of schemes to
lure you in and take ya hard earned
cheddar. Make sure you have
somebody watching ya back.
Wigga GrapeVine newsEuropeans consider Black people
as redundant laborers. Which
means there are people who can do
the same thing cheaper and with far
less turmoil. Under Donald trump,
many Wiggas are just realizing that
they are considered redundant
laborers too, as well as cannon
fodder.

The "FLU" is the body throwing
off the waste products you ate
Christmas, Easter, Thanksgiving,
Halloween and for New Years.

About 60% of the Black women

About 50% of the Black women

incarcerated are substance abusers.

incarcerated have no diploma or
GED and are not married.

Dr. Barbara Reynolds helped found
the National Association of Black

Money don't buy happiness, but
broke don't either.

Your Ma Ma having sex with a

Black people submit to White
people, their culture and their ways
on a daily basis.

There is well over 1,000 differing
Christian denominations, as a very,
very, conservative estimate. The
only thing they all agree on is
collecting tithes.

In 2013, the IRS lost $5.8 Billion
dollars due to hackers. Hackers can
use a financial aid tool to pose as
students. Hackers wanna be you.
That's only if they can tap into your
money Shawty!

There is no listing of which white
people are racist. The U.S. is a
racist country. Has been since its
inception. So, until there is such a
thing as a racist listing, all white
people shall remain suspect. Mess
around with them at your own risk.
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Making the transition into main
stream America means that Black
people have the potential to
develop serial and spree killers.
These killers are normally born
from White females, with White
females being their primary
teacher.
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THE

GOSPEL
ACCORDING
TO AFRIKANS

N.W.O. news- Afrikan people,

CONSCIOUS OR
UNCONSCIOUS

Black people, are considered as the
least important. the least needed,
the most dangerous, the least
organized and the least productive
in a world increasingly less
dependent on manual labor and
more dependent on high levels of
technology.

The Gospel According To
Martin Luther King Jr.
"I am sorry to say that the vast
majority of white Americans are
racists, either consciously or
unconsciously."

America is a dirty bytch. It's not
that hard to smell the stench.

Now we have Black people
wanting to claim their rich "White"
heritage and ancestry. Instead of
coming out the closet, Black people
have to come out the kitchen, out
the fields and out the entertaining
white folks business. Then come
out the closet.

Howard University is named after
George Howard, a white general
famous for killing Indians.

Has the belief in a White Jesus
caused the disrespect of a Black
father in the home?

The average American walks
around with 75 pounds of waste in
their body. OVER WASTE!

Television makes people with
herbs look like some kind of crazy
voodoo or witchcraft and people in
white suits with knives to cut you
up or burn machines, are made to
look like authorities on your health.

The Negro or Negress always feels
that they have the "option" of
sticking their head up a white man
or woman's ass or whatever! Then
talk about how much better they
treat them. It may not be time to get
rid of the "N" word just yet. That's
why a negro is called a Negro.
Their actions!

women. Now I have not said that
we should reject the sisters who try
to act like men and the men who try
to act like women. I'm not saying to
reject them from among us, but
they have to be taught, we do not
have to accept that as some type of
normalcy, because that is not
normal. "

(OUR STORY)

What you are about to read,
not many want you to read. You
just might get too Black or into
your Blackness too much. You
just might want to give up all the
things holding you down and
entrapping your soul, your spirit
and your over appreciation of all
people besides your own. Nobody
wants you to be free, if they are
not free. Read on at your own
peril!

REMAKE YOURSELF
The Gospel According To
Dr. Joy DeGruy
"Getting older happens whether we
want it to happen or not; but
growth is something that happens
to our character. There comes a
time when you have to make the
decision to remake yourself and it's
never too late."

HERBS ARE FOR
HEALING

FEELIN' GOOD

The Gospel According To

The Gospel According To

Dr. Sebi

Shahrazad Ali

IS NOT NORMAL

"The whole population of the
planet is constantly and
consistently using products that
God did not design for healing. The
herbs are for the healing of the
nations. But we do not want to
accept that, because it is too
simple."

The Gospel According To

EDUCATED NEGROES

Shahrazad Ali

The Gospel According To

"There is another need that has not
been addressed in our community,
because nobody will deal with it.
And that's that God did not create 3
sexes. We only have men and

Dr. Carter G. Woodson

"Sisters don't have any idea of
what it can be like for us if we had
15 or 20 million Black men
walking around in America feeling
good about themselves."

"The “educated Negroes” have the
attitude of contempt toward their
own people because in their own as
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well as in their mixed schools
Negroes are taught to admire the
Hebrew, the Greek, the Latin and
the Teuton and to despise the
African… The thought of the
inferiority of the Negro is drilled
into him in almost every class he
enters and in most every book he
studies… The large majority of the
Negroes who have put on the
finishing touches of our best
colleges are all but worthless in the
development of their people…"

DO FOR SELF
The Gospel According To
Dr. Carter G. Woodson
“History shows that it does not
matter who is in power... those who
have not learned to do for
themselves and have to depend
solely on others never obtain any
more rights or privileges in the end
than they had in the beginning.”

RACE
Dr. Amos Wilson
“Race ain’t going away in your
lifetime.”

SAY NO TO INORGANIC
CHEMICALS
The Gospel According To
Dr. Sebi
"There aren't any diseases that
have been cured with an inorganic
chemical."
"Herbs contain carbon, hydrogen
and oxygen, the basis for all living
species, plants, animals and man.
For the body to assimilate
something, it must contain carbon,
hydrogen and oxygen."

"Greatness is not measured by
what a man or woman
accomplishes, but by the opposition
he or she has overcome to reach his
goals."

Africa, the Hutu and the Twa
spread this God, just as they spread
high-culture and populated the
Earth. "BES" represented both the
male and female principle."

WE ARE AFRAID

SOUL OF A NATION

The Gospel According To

The Gospel According To

Dr. Frances Cress Welsing

Coretta Scott King

"Black people do not see the war
being waged against us because we
don't want to and because we are
afraid. We are engaging in behavior
designed specifically to block out
any awareness of the war. Our
behavior thus forces us into the
insanity of hoping and begging."

"Woman, if the soul of a nation is
to be saved, I believe you must
become it's soul."

WE NEED FIRE
The Gospel According To
Frederick Douglass

THE UNITED
INDEPENDENT
COMPENSARY CODE

“It is not light that we need, but
fire; it is not the gentle shower, but
thunder. We need the storm, the
whirlwind, and the earthquake.”

The Gospel According To

NO RESPECT

Neely Fuller Jr.

The Gospel According To

"As long as White Supremacy
exists, expect to be cheated ( either
directly or indirectly) in all major
arrangements that involve money
or trade. Be prepared to experience
harmful loss. Be prepared for major
promises to be made to you that
will not be kept."

Marcus Garvey
"Until Africa is free, no African
anywhere in the world will ever be
free or respected."

CONSCIOUSNESS
PRECEEDS UNITY

DIVIDE AND CONQUER
TECNIQUES

The Gospel According To

The Gospel According To

"African people can never achieve
unity until we first have
consciousness. Consciousness
preceeds unity. Unity operates on
the basis of common interests and
objectives."

Dr. Arthur Lewis
"In the South Pacific, the
Europeans divide people into 3
categories... Melanesians,
Micronesians and Polynesians, to
disguise the fact that they are all
African people."

Dr. Molefi K. Asante

AMERICAS RACIST
PROPAGANDA MEDIA

BEST

The Gospel According To

OPPOSITION
OVERCOME

The Gospel According To

Art Blair

The Gospel According To

Dr. Arthur Lewis

Dorothy Height

"God/Goddess "BEST" is the
oldest known representation of God
on Earth. Coming out of Central

"More than not, the division within
the global Black community is a
result of the White Supremacy
Racists and the bias, racist
propaganda machine known as the
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American media. The America
racist has exported their racism of
Black Americans to other parts of
the African Diaspora and many of
them have internalized that view of
others Blacks and are acting as
unwilling agents of White
Supremacy in oppressing their own
race internationally.
The Africans Diaspora is
programmed 24/7, from the
moment we are born to the time of
our death, to be anti-African. We
are told that Africa is primitive,
that we are not African, that
Africans sold us, that African
features are unattractive, that
Africans in Africa today don't like
us and don't think of us as Africans,
that it is better to be anything other
than an African. We are
programmed to believe this and
many of us believe this."

Fantasia Barrino

I ain't gonna lie
boy you got me out of my mind
in L-O-V-E
I go crazy when you love me
Got me acting a mess
Even got the nerve to say I'm better
than my momma
Collard greens and cornbread yeah
Collard greens and cornbread yeah

ASK THE LONELY
The Four Tops

The young and foolish laugh at
love
So they run away
Confident and sure that fate
Will bring another love their way
But ask the lonely
How vainly a heart can yearn
For losing a love that will never
return

DON'T PAT ME ON MY
BACK AND CALL ME
BROTHER
Kasandra

We sure ain't got no respect for
each other

THE FIRST
REVOLUTION
Gil Scott-Heron
"The first revolution is when you
change your mind."
WITH AN HOUR TO LIVE
Miles Davis
"If somebody told me I only had an
hour to live, I'd spend it choking a
white man. I'd do it nice and
slow...The only white people I don't
like are the prejudiced white
people. Those the shoe don't fit,
well, they don't wear it." Miles
Davis

COLLARD GREENS AND
CORNBREAD

If I'm good in one thing
I don't expect you to be good in
another
If your money's a little longer than
mine
Right away you wanna disrespect
me and treat me unkind
So until we learn to respect each
other
Don't pat me on the back and call
me your brother

PURPLE RAIN
Prince, The Revolution

I never meant to cause you any
sorrow

I never meant to cause you any
pain
I only wanted to one time to see
you laughing
I only wanted to see you
Laughing in the purple rain

NEVER, NEVER, NEVER
Shirley Bassey

I'd like to run away from you, but
if you never found me I would die
I'd like to break the chains you put
around me, but I know I never
Will
You stay away and all I do is
wonder why the hell I wait for you
But when did common sense
prevail for lovers when we know it
never
Will
Impossible to live with you, but I
know, I could never live without
You
For whatever you do
I never, never, never want to be in
love with anyone but you

HERE BUT I'M GONE
Curtis Mayfield / Lauryn Hill

Live an adolescent mind
Never do take the time
Waiting for my high, quiet as it's
kept
How did I get so far gone?
Where do I belong?
And where in the world did I ever
go wrong?

SURE THING
Miguel

Even when the sky comes falling
Even when the sun don't shine
I got faith in you and I
So put your pretty little hand in
mine
Even when we're down to the wire,
baby
Even when it's do or die
We can do it, baby, simple and
plain
'Cause this love is a sure thing
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You could bet that
Never got to sweat that

the 1500’s, to soften up the minds
of Afrikan people, to weaken the
will of Afrikan people, so that they
could be followed by the guns and
the forts and the Colonialist, who
were clearly their for purposes they
made clear.”

5) Don’t pay the cell phone
bill. Put it away for a
week or two. You won’t
die and nobody will miss
your calls that much
either boo.

TELL IT!

6) Don’t pay the gas,
electric or water bill for 4
months. Have you some
candles and put some
water in a bucket for
later. This means no CD’s
or hip hop. Maybe you
could learn to buck or tap
dance a little bit.

The Gospel According To
Dr. Marimba Ani

SCIENTIFIC SOCIALISM
The Gospel According To
Kwame Ture
"Pan-Africanism is the total
liberation and unification of Africa
under scientific socialism."

ONLY ONE DISEASE
The Gospel According To
Dr. Donald Douglas Torry
"There is only one disease in the
whole wide world. There has
always been only one disease. This
disease is the accumulation of
garbage in your body. We rename
the accumulation of garbage when
it effects an organ. When the waste
of the body burns through the skin,
we call it a rash.

DANGEROUS
MISSIONARIES
The Gospel According To
Dr. Marimba Ani
“What is going on now is that
Afrikan people, from the continent,
are being recruited. They are being
brought over here to this country
(US); then trained as missionaries
to go back to Afrika to recruit
people there and to set up
institutions. Now what we are
looking at is something which is
not political, but it’s a business.
And it is an international business.
And what we are looking at is a
repetition of the phenomenon of the
missionary coming into Afrika, in

“PhD's do not generally make good
revolutionaries!”

THE

FREEDOM
TEST
Resubmitted by DoDo Brown

Wanna see how free you are.
Take the freedom test.
1) Be late for work 4 days in
a row. Nuff said! You
either gonna be singing
the blues or some Negro
spiritual. Yeah, lift every
voice.
2) Don’t pay your property
tax. You will find out
what you own real quick.
Don’t pay any sales tax.
3) Do not pay your rent or
mortgage at all for six
months. This is not a
prison test. Just checking
up on the freedom.
4) Grow your own food for
2 weeks. No fast food
joints, shops or parlors.
Think about chopping
some sugar cane and
picking some water
melons to eat.

7) Make all your own
clothes for seven months.
Try picking some cotton
to make a shirt or dress.
Who cares if you halfnaked if you don’t have
enough self-control to
care about yourself?
8) No drugs, no alcohol.
This includes beedees,
fags, pot, non-alcoholic
beer or whatever. You get
a fog only if you work in
the tobacco field.
That’s enough for now. If
you can make it for six
months not paying any of
these bills or payments, you
either a kid (including
soldiers) or mentally
challenged. Some of the
things you cherish make you
not too far removed from the
dependent, needy slave on
the plantation. Seems like
you got a lot of stuff hanging
over your head Boo. Not as
many choices as you thought
Yo. The more the plantation
changes, the more it remains
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the same. Who calls all the
shots and who makes sure
there is a whip if you get out
of place boy? Always
remember…you may feel
safe on the plantation, but
soon as you get off, we all
got our eyes eye ballin’ on
you! Girl, what you done did!
Somebody gotta pay for this
selling out business!
Freedom, the elusive myth?

The Nubian Times
DBWW- Dropping Bombs While
White
WPSWFT- White People
Speaking With Forked Tongue
PWW- Prostitution While White
FWW- Flying while White
SPRWW- Spreading propaganda
While White

PTEWW- Polluting the
Environment While White

DRWW- Drunk Driving While
White

PLWW- Performing Lynchings
While White

CCWW- Carrying Cameras While
White

BRWW- Being Racist While
White

CRACKER
PROFILING

SWW- Spying While White

OGWW- Overly Greedy While
White

(Reprint from Back in Da Day)
Mohammad @mostwanted.com

ESUA- Europeans sending
Undercover Agents

It is time for the majority of people

PDWW- Public Drunkenness
While White

on the planet to start profiling white
people. Cracker people want to fly,
boat, drive and visit all over the
world and do what ever they want
to do with no inconvenience or
repercussions. Now is the time to
start profiling White People. Let
the police, officials and general
public all across the planet start
stopping White people for random
stops and a bunch of questions.
Let’s have Crackers carted off to
private rooms where they have to
be patted down and then stripped
naked. Let’s have White people
detained, refrained and sustained
just ‘cause they are Crackers. We
need to make sure that White
people are not allowed to get away
with their acts of terror, thief,
murder, and general disruption of
the planet.
WBBWW- Wanna Be Black While
White
EWW- Espionage While White
DCWW- Dis-respecting Cultures
While White
TWW- Tourist While White
IOPS- Invading Other People’s
Space While White

DDWW- Doing Drugs & Trippin’
While White

BDWW- Bad Dancing While
White

SPWW- Spree Killings While
White
SEWW- Serial Killing While
White
MMWW- Mass Murder While
White

MSBEBWW- Minding Somebody
Else’s Business While White
GRWW- Grave Robbing While
White
TEWW- Terrorism While White
WMWW- War Monger While
White
MWW- Monopoly While White
ECOWW- Exploitation of
Children & Others While White
CRWW- Criminalizing A Race
While White
PBOPSDWW- Profiting By Other
People’s Suffering & Despair
While White
SLWW- Stealing Legacies While
White

DORBWW- Disrespecting Others
Religious Beliefs While White
ETARW- Europeans That Ain’t
Right Within

COMING IN
JULY
"You'll Know
You're a NEGRO
IF..." 2017

XAW- Xenophobic & White
NGADAA- Not Giving A Dam
About Anyone While White

SEE YA!

